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CP VIOLATION AND B° - B° MIXING

R. ALEKSAN

C.E. Saclay, DAPNIA/SPP, Gif-sur-Yuette, 91191, France

The status of CP violation and B° — B" mixing is given and the subsequent constraints in the framework
of the Standard Model are discussed. Recent results on CP violation in the kaon system and related
topics arejreviewed, including the status of T violation and the tests_of the CPT symmetry. The results
on B° — B* mixing are presented followed by the studies on BS — BJ and B° -^ B", oscillations. Finally,
the prospects of progress on understanding CP violation are discussed in framework of the new projects
expected to produce results at the turn of the century.

1 Introduction

Local field theories amongst which the Standard Model is
an example are invariant under the CPT transformation
combining the charge conjugation, parity and time rever-
sal symmetries [1]. In contrast, none of these individual
symmetries is required by a general theorem or principle.
Indeed it is established since the fifties that C and P are
both violated separately by the weak interactions in a
maximal way. The violation of the time reversal symme-
try has not yet been observed in an unquestionable way
although some indications have recently been shown as
we shall discuss in this review. Therefore the non conser-
vation of time reversal has been inferred indirectly since
1964 by the observation of the violation of the combined
C and P (CP) symmetry in the decay of the K° meson [2]
at the 10~3 level in amplitude. Understanding the origin
of this effect and its magnitude remain one of the most
challenging physics issue as it may lead to the explana-
tion of the apparent matter-antimatter asymmetry of the
universe (3] through mechanisms of the type proposed by
Sakharov (4]. It may further allow one to discriminate
between Grand Unified Theories in the sector generating
the masses of the fermions [5].

Is CP violation a fundamental property of the the-
ory or an accident in the sector of strangeness? Is it
generated by the weak interaction or by a new type of
interaction? Are the Standard Model predictions related
to this phenomenon correct or are CP violating effects a
manifestation of a more general theory at a much higher
scale? Those are a few questions which will have to be
answered in the coming years and represent one of the
most outstanding challenges that high energy physicists
are addressing at the turn of the century.

After a brief summary of our present knowledge on
CP violation in section two, we remind the reader of the
description of this phenomenon by the Standard Model.
In section three, we review the latest results obtained
from the kaon system and give the status on T and CPT
violation tests. We then show in section four the recent

results in the B meson system and their implications. Fi-
nally we conclude by discussing where we presently stand
and what are the future prospects.

2 CP violation in the Standard Model

In the Standard Model (SM) of the fundamental interac-
tions [SU(3)xSU(2)xU(l)], all CP non-conserving phe-
nomena are induced through the interference of processes
involving different "Weak" phases. These phases are gen-
erated by the mixing of the quark flavors via the charged
weak currents, W f , if a minimun of 3 fermion families
exists. In this framework, the Cabibbo mixing 2x2 ma-
trix [6] can be extented to a more general n x n matrix.
With 3 families of fermions, only 3 mixing angles and one
phase, S, are necessary to describe the corresponding uni-
tary 3x3 matrix as originally proposed by Kobayashi and
Maskawa [7] to accomodate CP violation. All CP vio-
lating observations are thus related to this unique
phase.

The CKM matrix

is a consequence of the mechanism generating the mass
of the fermions through their Yukawa coupling to the
Higgs boson(s) (8). The quark mixing matrix which is
derived from the diagonalization of the mass matrix re-
flects the fact that the quark mass eigenstates are differ-
ent from the flavor eigenstates. A useful approximation
of the CKM matrix at order C?(A3) has been proposed by
Wolfenstein [9J.

_A 1
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Here, the parameter A = 0.2205±0.0018 is the sine of the
Cabibbo angle (10| while A = 0.82±0.06 is deduced from



the measurements of Vct, [11]. The parameters p and T) are
deduced from the combination of several measurements
which are discussed in this paper. The unitarity of the
CKM matrix leads to 6 relations representing triangles
which have the same area A2r;A6, giving thus the absolute
magnitude of CP violation.

A particularly interesting relation, derived from uni-
tarity, involves CKM elements related to B physics:

u\ - \veb + vtd ~ o (3)

This equation represents the so-called "unitarity trian-
gle" in which the lengths of the sides are of the same
order, see figure 1.

r
>J>»K,.0'tO:

Figure 1: The unitarity triangle. Some 8 decay modes which are
relevant for the sides and angles measurements are also indicated.

3 CP violation in the K system

3.1 A quick overview

The flavor eigenstate K° and its CP conjugate K° can
be written as the superposition of the CP-even (K+) and
CP-odd (K_) eigenstates.

If CP is conserved, the mass eigenstates are equivalent
to the CP eigenstates. The Schrodinger equation which
describes the time evolution of the K" and K" system
leads to the mixing of the two states with a period TOsc =
2;r/Am^. The probability to observe the decay of an
initial K" as a K° at time t is

. - n

where ^
subscripts 5 and
Long lifetimes.

2 V 2
(5)

*L ~ m 5 a "d ^ ^ K ~ ^s ~ ^L- The
L refer to the states with Short and

The observation of the TT+ - (CP = +) decay of both
K$ and K^ can be understood by assuming that the mass
eigenstates K5 and KL are different from the CP eigen-
states and that CP symmetry is not conserved. Thus

|K5) = |K+) + q < |K_) , |K£) = |K_> + *K|K+> (6)

where e^ is the amplitude (C7(10~3)] which violates CP

in the course of K° — K° mixing.
Some 30 years after its discovery and despite a vig-

orous experimental program [10], CP violation has still
only been observed in K° decays, all of which involve
I<° - K° mixing. During this period, progress was made
by improving the precision of the measurements, by en-
larging the number of the decay modes in which the ef-
fect is seen and by improving the theoretical calculations.
Table 1 lists today's observed reactions revealing CP vi-
olation and the corresponding measured parameters.

Table I: Reactions and measurements from which the violation of
CP is inferred.

Studied
reaction

K° -> IISK

K° -+ J T ' I 1

K" -)• T + T - 7

Measured
quantity

• ' " P P " 1 " ^ -5{t)

*"*") — In | c ' * "

~i) 1 I •'•>*
-V)- n+-7l«

In the Standard Model, all C P violating effects
are due to the weak interact ions. The origin of the
observed effects are thought to be induced by K" - K"
mixing through "box" diagrams such as the ones shown
in Fig. 2.

W

u.c.t

W

u.c.t

Figure 2: Fcynman diagram for the K°-K° mixing.

However it is also expected to observe direct CP violation
(i.e. not involving mixing) due to the interference of the
lowest order ("tree") diagrams with "penguin" diagrams
(Fig. 3). Such an effect may show itself by comparing,
for example, the decay ratios |^+_| and |70 0 | :



Figure 3: Penguin diagram for the decay K" -+ a-ir.

In other models such as the Superweak model [12],
no direct CP violation is predicted. Unfortunately, the
present situation still remains ambiguous as the two most
precise experiments, E731 [13] and NA31 [14], find:

-{ (23.0 ± 6.5) xlO-«NA31

\ ( 7 4 ± 5 9> x 1 0" 4 E 7 3 1

In the following, we shall examine how the experimental
parameters (»?,$, Am^) in Table 1 are measured. But,
before reviewing the recent progress, let us address an
important question.

3.2 Are CP and T violations equivalent ?

If one assumes that CPT is conserved, then the time
reversal symmetry T should be violated with the same
strength as CP violation. The comparison of the transi-
tion K"(t = 0) -» iC{t) and K*{t = 0) -> K°(t) tests the
T symmetry:

AT(t) =
V{K°

(9)

This measurement requires the knowledge of the na-
ture of the initial kaon (K° or K3). The CPLEAR
experiment is able to get this information by tagging
a neutral kaon with the charge of the accompany-
ing K~ using proton-antiproton annihilations at rest:
pp -> K-(K+)jr+(jr-)K1'(K7). A preliminary asymme-
try Ar(t) has been measured by CPLEAR_[15] using the
semileptonic decays. Defining R+(t) = K"(: = 0) -+
e+uK~{t) and R~{t) = K°(t = 0) -+ £-Pir+(t), they
obtain

ATU) -
T{) ~

= (6.3 ± 2 . 1 s U t ±1 .8 s y s t )x 10-3 (10)

Here x = A(AS = -AQ)/A{AS = AQ) quantifies a
possible violation of the AS = AQ rule. First evi-
dence for T violation is therefore observed at the 2..V
level(Fig. 4). The measured asymmetry is in agreement

i 7-5 10 I 2J 13 17J 30

A, cjymmatry vs K* decoy time
25

t/r,

Figure 4: The asymmetry AT showing a first evidence for the vio-
lation of the Time reversal symmetry using semileptonic K decays.

The solid line is a straight line fit to the data.

with its expected value: AT C= 26(1) = (6.54 ± 0.24) x
10"3 [10].

Using Ar(0 and the asymmetry

(U)

which has a better accuracy, CPLEAR obtains Im(x) =
(4.8 ± 4.3S(at ± 0.6SVS[) x I0~3 improving significantly
the world average [16].

3.3 rj and t^

In general, the measurement of the ratios F(Ki, —>
f)/r(Ks -> /) (/ is a CP-even final state) allows one
to extract the value of \rj/\ and therefore |«KI- However
it is also important to evaluate the phase $/ of T}J since
it allows one to test the theoretical predictions as well as
the CPT symmetry. Two complementary methods are
used to achieve this, both using the K^-Kj interference.

• With a K t beam.

By adding a regenerator, the initial K^ beam is
modified into a coherent superposition |l\£,) + /?|K5)
where p is the regeneration amplitude. The time de-
pendent rate downstream of the regenerator is then

cos(AmK« - */ + *„) (12)

Here, the subscript / stands for the final state com-
mon to Ks and I<t (such as JT+JT~ , X'K" , n+K~y
, ...) and 'If? is the phase of the regeneration ampli-
tude which is a source of systematic errors.

With tagged K" and K7.
The time dependent asymmetry A/ is used.

i - Rate(K° -» /) _
+ Rate(K" -> /) ~

_ Rate(ir
' ' ~ ( *



to

Such a measurement requires a good control on the
number of identified K" and K* and needs to be cor-
rected for possible regeneration effects if the kaons
traverse some material.

The latest results come from E773 [17] (Fig. 5) and
CPLEAR [13].

10" c-

it

•= 10

it it

I I , , , I I

10- =r

::o no no l
Z decay Cm)

130 140 ISO

Z decay (m)

Fijure 5: Decay distributions of K[_ —• T+ir~ and Kf, -* iroxo for
•40-50 CeV kaons after the regenerator. The solid line is a fit to the
data wich the interference term while the dashed line is without.

By doing a global fit to their Kc —v -r+-r~ and
-" -" data, E773 gets

* + _ = 43.53° ±0. i

A * = 0 . 6 2 « ± 0 . 7 1 | t a t ± 0

with
Am K = (0.5282 ± 0.0030) x hs~l

where A * = <f>o<, - * + _ . Using K^K 7 )
CPLEAR obtains

± 0.52'

(14)
- + - only,

- 3|-?+_| = (2.312 ± 0.043 s t a t ± 0.030syst) x 10

*+._ = 42.7° ± 0 . 9 ° l a t ± 0 . 6 « y s t ± 0 . 9 ' ^

with
Am K = (0.5274 ± 0.0029) x As"1

(15)
The results of the fits also depend on the Ks lifetime
(see [17,18]). The value used is TS = 0.8926 x lO"10? [10].
The main source of systematic errors on $ + _ comes from
the uncertainty in the calculation of the regeneration
phase <&,. The value of this phase in the above results is
estimated by the E731 Collaboration [19] but there exists
no unanimity on the reliability of this calculation and the
errors may be underestimated [20].

Including the latest measurement, the new world av-
erage of | 7 + _ | is (2.286 ± 0.020) x 10"3. Negleting ('„,
the calculation of the box diagrams shown in Fig. 2 leads

(l-p

a.Im(Vx4

) KU?C

I x 10 ""*

~t.lx!0-J

w h e r e C =

(16)

is the
"Bag" factor for the kaon system and S{y) is the Inami-
Lim function [21j. The values of the QCD correction
factors [rft%° = 1.32 ± 0.22,0.57 ±0.01, 0.47± 0.04) are
now computed at the Next to Leading Order [22]. Using
Eq. 16, one constrains the position of the apex of the
unitary triangle in the p-rj plane (see Fig 14). The main
source of error for extracting p vs TJ is due to Vcb, BK and
mc, the t quark* mass:

\vcb\ = o
BK =

me = 180

.040 ±
0.8 ±
± 12G

0
0.
•i

.003 [11]
2 [23]
V [24,25] t

1 => 0;25±
SAT

') x (l±
±PJ9J

m,"

(17)
Whenever the t quark mass is involved in loop calcula-
tions, it needs to be scaled down to its bare mass which
is about 9 GeV/c2 below the pole mass. One sees from
Eq. 17 that despite the good progress which has been
made, improvements on Vci, and BK are still needed.

3.4 The A's-n'i, mess difference

The measurement of Amj^ from K —¥ n in general de-
pends of $. It is possible to get rid of this dependence
by using the semileptonic decay rates. The measurement
of A&mr,(t), where

_

(H-2/?e(r))«-''s1+(l_:/te(r))e-rl< V '

allows one to extract AmK and Re[z). CPLEAR [16,26]
obtains

Am K = (0.5274 ±0.0029 3 t a t±0.0005 s y s t )
and Re{x) = (12.4 ± U . 9 s t a t ± 6.9SySt) x 10"3

(19)
To improve further the precision on Am^, one can make
a fit to the available measurements [17-19,26-32] taking
into account the proper correlations with <$.| and r$.



Such a fit has been done by the CPLEAR collaboration
[15] (Fig. 6) and they obtain

Ks

AmK = (0.5307 ± 0.0013) x
$+_ = 43.87'±0.65° (20)
TS = (0.8923 ± 0.0010) x 10-I05

Figure 6: The one standard deviation contour of all measurements
and the result of the fit (black ellipse). The allowed region for <$siv

is also shown.

The errors on these values are significantly improved
compared to the ones of the PDG [10]. On the theoretical
front, an update of the short distance contributions to
Am^ via the box diagram shown in Fig. 2 has been
made using Next to the Leading Order calculation [22].
One finds

(AmK)Sp 0.67i°;i* for A ^ P = 0.3lGeV

for = 0.4lGeV

(21)
with the conclusion that the short distance contributions
dominate, contrary to previous thoughts.

With the fitted value of Ami/, one obtains [15]

<t>sw = 43.49° ± 0.08° (22)

where $sw is the Superweak phase entirely coming from
the mixing mechanism:

. 2Ami.'
= tan"1 •—yr^- (23)

In the absence of large CP violation effects in decays
other than nir as predicted by the SM, one has <&+_ ~
$sw- This prediction is therefore verified within the
errors.

3.5 h CPT conserved ?

The violation of CPT can be introduced [33] by adding
a term, SCPT, orthogonal to €j{ in the representation of

(24)

where SCPT - MK^mK' sin $sw. A direct test of CPT
can be carried out using the semileptonic decays by mea-
suring the asymmetry

K")
for t>sr

(25)
which tests whether the diagonal terms in the mass and
decay matrix of the K'-K* system are equal. No such
asymmetry being observed by CPLEAR [16], they get
Re{6CPT) = (0.07 ± 0.53stat ± 0.45svst) x 10"3.

A second method makes use of <$+_,$,,, and $sw-

SCPT = |ij+-|(j*+- + j « , , - (26)

Using the latest result on A<6 from E773 [17], one gets
\6Cpr\ = (1-2 ± 2.8) x 10~s which leads to an improved
limit on M^« — Mj^r'-

3.6 Summary

< 1.2 x 10- l 8at95%C.L. (27)

We give in Table "?. the present world average of the
n:easured qua.-ui;:-j:> relevant to CP violation and test-
ing CPT consevation in K decays. These measurements
are consistent with the predictions derived from the Stan-
dard Model.

4 CP violation and the B system

Assuming that the description of CP violation by the SM
is correct, CP asymmetries are also expected in B meson
decays [37]. Despite the fact that large effects might
occur, there has been no such observation so far because
the experiments have not reconstructed enough events
with the relevant decay modes, the branching fractions
of which being very small (0(10"'') or less). However, it
is still possible to extract useful information from the B
meson system without observing CP violation.

4-1 Bfd — B°d mixing

The study of Bd - Bj oscillations allows one to measure
the side VtdV'b of the unitary triangle (Fig. 1). This phe-
nomenon occurs due to box diagrams similar to the ones
for neutral kaons shown in Fig. 2 (svhere the s quark



Table 2: Present world average of some parameters relevant to
CP violation in kaon decays. Values with (*) are from a fit using

different experiments.

Parameter

TS

AmK

<&„„ - $ + _
\v+--,\

Im(7]+_0)

Re(x)
Im(x)

Re^

\6CPT\

Measured Value
(0.3923 ± 0.0010) x 10~lu5 (*)

(0.5307 ±0.0013) x lO^hs'1 (*)
43.49° ± 0.08° (*)

(2.286 ± 0.020) x 10~J [34]
43.87° ±0.65° (*)

(2.12 ± 0.09) x 10-4 [10]
-0.26° ±0.80°

(2.396 ±0.087) x 10~J [35]
46.04° ±4.28° [35]
(8 ± 12) x 10~J [36]
(0 ± 17) x 10-* [36]

(10.0 ±10.9) x 10~J [34]
(4.6 ±4.3) x 10~J [34]

(14.4 ±7.3) x 10"4 [10]

(1.2±2.8) x lO"3

is replaced by the 6 quark). The oscillation frequency
in proper lifetime units is governed by the parameter
Xd = Amg /Fg where

g = mj , — mg,
mass eigenstates:

g^ is the B°d meson width and
is the difference between the two

0
(23)

with j/t = m^/m^y and where ^g,, , rng., /g» and Bg-

are a QCD correction factor [38] (r?^f ° = 0.55), the B
mass and decay constant, and the "Bag" factor for the B"d

system respectively. Using the Wolfenstein parametrisa-
tion, |V:ii^til" = A2\s ((1 - p)~ + T\ and thus the mea-
surement of Amg constrains the apex of the unitarity
triangle to lie on a circle, the center of which is at (1,0)
in the plane (p, n). Several experiments have contributed
to the evaluation of Amg , using two types of methods:

• The time integrated method which provides the mix-
ing measurements.

• The time dependent technique which allows one to
observe the B" - B" oscillations.

4-2 The mixing measurements

Until recently, the available information on the B" — B*
mixing parameter xj or x, were extracted using time
integrated methods by measuring the probability

where (j = d or s according to the light quark con-
tent of the initial B°. Experiments running at the
T(4S) measure xd since no B° meson is produced. At
higher energy, the mixing probability which is measured
is X = fdXd + f,X* w ^ r e fd(f,) is the fraction of B°,(B?)
produced.

4-2.1 Measurements of Xd from ~£(4S) decays

Since the unambiguous indication of the B"d — Bd mixing
. using fully reconstructed events [39], all statistically sig-
nificant measurements of xj are obtained from inclusive
studies. The first method used the fraction, R, of pairs
of like sign leptons. At the T(4S), the B°< -Iff system is
in a coherent quantum state with an antisymmetric wave
function. Therefore one has

R = r
1

21
Xd

1 + A
(30)

where h — f±ri/for- accounts for the fraction of decays
T(4S) -*• B+B~, (/±), and the semileptonic branching
ratio of charged B's compared to the one of the neutrals.
Using the charged and neutral B lifetimes assumes equal
semileptonic widths. Using the measured value of f±/f0

and the lifetime ratio [40], one gets /» = 1.1 ± 0.2. A
similar technique has also been developed using the de-
cay B°j -)• D'~_t^t/ with a partial reconstruction of the
D"~ decay to D"^~, the second B meson being tagged
with a lepton. In this case, the factor (1 + h) in Eq. 30
is not needed. Recently ARGUS [41] has complemented
this latter method by replacing the tagging lepton with
a charged kaon. Furthermore keeping the kaon tag-
ging, they have also replaced the partially reconstructed
semileptonic B decay by a fully reconstructed charged
D". All Xd results are shown in Fig. 7.

B° Mixing Probability

CUO 9J I.K44I

CUO 99 1.1(4}]

CUO 89 I. IW43I [_

T(4S) averaqfl

* Cancel«d Jot 0
h - 1.10 Jt 0.20

r=0 decay as (29)
Figure 7: Summary of the measurements of Xd a t 'he T('lS).



Combining the results with proper care of the common
systematics and keeping the most precise results when
unknown statistical overlap is present, one find the world
average:

Xd = 0.167 ±0.025 (31)

Using Eq.30, one gets

AmBd = 0.452 ± 0.053 h/ps (32)

The comparison of this value with the one derived from
oscillation measurements can be viewed as a test of quan-
tum mechanics.

4-2.2 Measurements of x a ' high energy colliders

After the pioneer work of UA1 [46], results of the aver-
aged time integrated B mixing are also produced at LEP
and the Tevatron. All experiments are making inclusive
measurements. The most accurate results are coming
from high momentum and high pr dilepton samples. The
value of x is deduced from the fraction, R, of like-sign
leptons:

R = 2 . Y ( 1 - X ) (33)

Some experiments have also replaced the tagging lepton
by inferring the charged of the initial 6 quark with a jet
charge analysis. This is estimated from the weighted av-
erage of the track charge, q, in a jet: Qj = £>pjj /£>jj .
Here p^ is the momentum parallel to the jet direction
and K is in the range 0.5-1. It should be noted that
with this technique the value of x is less sensitive to /,:
X = fdXd + 9{x)f,X> with g(n) = 0.7 - 0.9. The mea-
surements of x are summarized in Fig. 8.

8° Mixing Probability

AUPH91 0.11471

OELPHIS2 0.11401

ALEPH9J IM149I

0ELPH92 I'JISOI

0OPW92 M1301

L3 92 r.nsii
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LEP ovvragt

UA1 89 IM146)

C0F93

COF 93

00 93 l\r«S4l
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0.1 H 10.011 »0.0J«
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0.118 ±0.008

Figure 3: Summary of the measurements of x made at high energy
colliders.

Since no direct information is obtained on Xd and x> in-
dividually, most high energy experiments have put their

effort on the oscillation measurements as we shall dis-
cuss in next section. However, the measurement of x
is valuable to extract the quantity / , , essential for the
analysis searching for B° — B" oscillations [55], Assum-
ing /> + 2/d + A = 1 (/A is the fraction of 6 baryon) and
X, = 0.5, one obtains / , = (9.9 ± 1.9)%. Combining this
to the value obtained from semileptonic B" decays, one
gets /, =(10.2 ±1.6)%

Finally, a search for CP violation in the B system
has been made by CDF [53] using the sample of pairs of
high px muons with the same sign. The comparison of
the number of positive pairs to the negative one could
reveal CP violation induced by the B" - B° mixing [37].
The measured asymmetry is

-
cp ~

D \JdXd i+|«flj|i + J>X>

(2.76 ± 6.32stat ± 3.28syst) (34)

where D = 2X(1 - x) + /seq[.Y2(l - x)2], /seq being the
fraction of selected muons from the cascade b —» c -> yt.
estimated with the Monte Carlo. The parameters CB4

and CB, are the terms violating CP in BJ and B* decays
due to the mixing in the same way as for the K system.
No asymmetry is observed and therefore CDF sets limits
on these parameters as shown in Fig. 9.

O.1 1U OJ «.« 0.S

Figure 9: Re(tgd) versus Re(<fl,)

A limit on fsw was already obtrained some time ago by
CLEO [56] using a similar experimental method. In the
SM, the expected value for Re(fB^) and Re(*a.) are at
the 10~3 and 10~4 level [37] and therefore present data
are not sensitive enough. However it is important to
pursue these measurements as the observation of a large
effect would reveal the presence of new Physics.

4-3 The oscillation measurements

To improve the sensitivy on Amg», a study of the time
dependence (see Eq. 5) of the B° — B° oscillation is re-



quired. These analyses which are carried out at LEP and
at the Tevatron, make intensive use of vertex detectors.
Several information are needed. Besides the knowledge
of the flavor of the B" meson at its production and decay
time, the B° decay length, £, and momentum, p, have
to be measured since t = lm-Q*/pc. The proper time
resolution is

(35)

0.5

In general, at/ < I > is in the 10-15% range whereas <rp/p
may vary from 10% to 20% depending on the final state
which is used and the momentum evaluation method.
It should be noted that this latter term dominates at
long decay times. It induces a damping of the observed
oscillation amplitude by a factor e-(a" ri/T) I2 making the
measurement of i , considerably more difficult than that
of xd.

Three generic methods are used to identify the flavor
of the B° meson at its production and decay time:

• Jet charge measurement

• Inclusive lepton

« Inclusive D meson or "exclusive" B final state

The first two methods are used to tag the initial 6 quark
charge while the last two identify the B" flavor at decay
time. Besides the resolution of the decay length and B^
momentum, the precision on d m g obviously depends
on the efficiency of the tagging but also on the wrong tag
probability u since the cosine term in Eq. 5 is diluted by
1 — 2u. Although there are differences from one exper-
iment to an other, we give in Table 3 the typical values
obtained for the tagging efficiency and the fraction of
wrong tags.

Table 3: Typical tagging efficiencies and fraction of wrong tags.

Method | Efficiency

Lepton
Jet charge

- 10%
- 9 0 %

Wrong tags

- 2 0 %
- 3 5 %

•1-4 Measurement of AmQ

Some examples of analyses involving the techniques dis-
cussed above and applied to measure Amg are shown
in the Fig. LO, 11 and 12.
More details can be found in Ref. [57,58]. The results
obtained by the experiments are summarized in Fig. 13.

Combining all the results with proper care of common
systematics, one find &mQ = (0.458 ± 0.020)/i//« or

0 5 !0

Proper time (ps)

Figure 10: Time dependence of the fraction of pairs of like sign
leptons from ALEPH. The solid line is a fit for i m g .
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Figure 11: Time dependence of the fraction of lepton-jet charge
combination with the same sign from DELPHI. The dashed line is

a fit for Amo .

equivalently x,i = 0.719±0.039 where we have used rg- =
(1.57 ± 0.05) ps [40]. It is interesting to note that this
value is in good agreement with the one obtained at the
T(4S). Should quantum mechanics not hold and the two
B)5 mesons be produced incoherently, one would have to

use:

1
2

2{Xi - xl)
(36)

instead of Eq.30 and one would derive r j = 0.474±0.048
in contradiction with the measure of i r a o at the 4.2 <r
level. Bcing_confident that quantum mechanics holds for
the B" — B° system, we are entitled to combine all the
measurements in Fig. 13 and quote the world average:

= (0-457±0.0l9) = 0.717±0.035 (37)
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Figure 13: Summary of measurements

From Eq. 2S and assuming |V(0| = 1, we derive

Vtd\ = (9.2± ZO, ±^± , 0 ^ ) x 10"3 (38)
m<

where we have used ^/BQ'/Q- = 180 ± 40 MeV, a range
which is compatible with lattice [66] and QCD sum rule
[67] calculations. This measurement constrains the apex
of the unitarity triangle to lie in a circle (see Fig 14) with
center (1,0) and radius

7 = 1-04 ± 0.26 (39)

Figure M: The allowed region for the apex of the unitarity triangle
in the p — n plane. The allowed domain for sin 10 versus sin 2a
is also sho»n. The solid lines are the one <r bounds derived from
the measurement of |VuA|/|l/^^j = 0.8 ± 0.2. The dashed and the
dashed-dotted lines show the one <7 constraints from (fc and i m g ^
respectively. The dotted line is due to the 95% C.L. limit on i m g ^ .
The cross indicates the typical error which should be achieved with
1 year of data by a future experiment (BABAR) at an asymmetric

B factory assuming an integrated luminosity of 30fb~'.

4.5 Study of B° — B°a oscillation

As can be seen from the previous section, the measure-
ment of \V[j\ suffers from a large theoretical uncertainty
due to ^/£?rj«/g-. Reducing this uncertainty is possible
by measuring Amg , the mass difference between the
two B* mass eigenstates. Indeed since Vtt ~ VC6 from
unitarity, the ratio

(40)

would allow to extract Vtj with a smaller error be-
cause the ratio £,, slightly different from unity due to
SU(3) breaking [66,67], is better known: £, = 1.16 ±
0.10, a range used in Ref. [68]. Using the Wolfenstein
parametrization, one writes

1 (41)

Therefore a measurement of Amg allows a more precise
contraint on p and q. Inversely the present p, q region in
Fig. 14 implies 5.7 < AmB# < 20.5 at 95% CL. [68],
possibly leading to an extremely difficult measurement.

The ingredients used in the analyses searching Jfor
B"-B" oscillations arc essentially the same as for B]]-Bj.



The highest sensitivities are obtained by using dilepton
events or lepton-Jet charge correlations. A maximum
likelihood technique is used to fit the time dependence
of the like-sign fraction or the asymmetry: (unlike-sign
- like-sign) / (unlike-sign + like-sign). However these
analyses suffer from a large contamination of non B* de-
cays. Typically the fraction of events with a B" meson
is estimated to be of the order of 10% or lower. Other
methods have been tried using final states which allows
one to enrich significantly the sample with B*. DEL-
PHI uses the final state ivQ, with the subsequent decays
Dj -> <j>ir and K'K. However, despite the very large frac-
tion of candidate events with a B° meson (~ 75%), such
an analysis suffers from very limited statistics at present.
As more data and more D, final states are added this
method may become competitive. To enrich the lepton-
Jet charge sample with B* meson, ALEPH has required
for a fragmentation kaon in the lepton side. The identi-
fied kaon must come from the primary vertex and raise
the fraction of B° to about 35%.

None of the analyses have established B* - B° os-
cillations [55]. From a variation of the likelihood of the
fit with Amg , a lower limit is set. This is done by
using many fast Monte Carlo simulation samples with
equivalent statistics to the data and by studying the dif-
ference in the log-likelihood between the value at the
minimum and the one at the generated Amg . All the
results are summarized in Table 4. The current 95%

Table 4: Lower limits on

ing the average value of Amg , one gets

Experiment
and Ref.

ALEPH [69]

ALEPH (59
ALEPH [70
DELPHI [60]
DELPHI [71]
OPAL (64)
OPAL [62]

Method

l-Qj

t-l
IK-Qj

l-Qj
DJ-Qj

t-Qj

t-l

Lower limit on
A m B i (h/ps)

6.1
5.6
5.6
4.0
4.2
1.5
3.3
2.2

assumed

12%
10%

(12 ±3)%
(12 ±3)%
(10 ±3)%

(76 ± 10)%
(12 ±3.6)%
(12 ±3.6)%

C.L. lower limit is taken from the most sensitive result
obtained by ALEPH with lepton-Jet charge correlations
using / , = 10%:

> 5.6 h/ps or x, > 8.3 (42)

The lower limit on Zj is obtained using r^« = (1.58 db
0. i0)ps [40] and by allowing for a one c fluctuation. Tak-

i i m £*• > 11.8 at 95% C.L.
B

> 2.7 at 95% C.L.

Using Eq. 41, this limit can be translated into

• p)- + rr < 1.66

(43)

(44)

By comparing this limit to Eq. 39, one sees that the limit
on Amg_ although not yet competitive is getting close to
providing a useful bound (Fig. 14). This should be pos-
sible soon by combining the various mesurements since
the method to be used is currently under debate.

5 Prospects on further s tudies of CP violation

From Fig. 14, one can see that the angles or, 0 and 7 of
the unitarity triangle may be large. Indeed, one gets at
95% C.L. [68]

-1.0 < sin 2a < 1.0
0.21 < sin 2/? < 0.93
-1.0 < sin27 < 1.0

(45)

Non-vanishing values for these angles lead to CP asym-
metries in B meson decays [37]:

Rate(5°->- fCp) = 1 + T]CP sin

(46)
where <E is one of the angles of the unitarity triangle ac-
cording to the decay mode studied and qcp is the CP
parity of_the final state jcp which is common to both
B°d and B°d. At the T(4S), t has to be replaced by the
time difference between the B meson decays. The most
obvious candidates for fcp are CP eigenstates such as
K+Tr~ or tfrKs allowing one to extract a and 0. However
non-CP eigentates may be used as well [72-74], offer-
ing a very large spectrum of possibilities for testing the
consistency of the CKM paradigm with little or no un-
certainties from hadronic matrix elements [75]. The best
possibility to measure 7 with this method requires decay
modes such as B° —> D,K [73] and is therefore difficult if
x, is very large. Alternatives which do not require mixing
and are sensitive to direct CP violation have been pro-
posed [76] using modes such as B~ -+ D"A"~. Around
year 2000, CDF, DO and HERA B at hadron machines
and BABAR, BELLE and CLEO at e + e" colliders will
be the pioneers in exploring this terra incognita. For il-
lustration, the sensitivity of one of these experiments on
sin 2a and sin 20 is shown in Fig. 14. On a longer time
scale, the experiments on LHC should be able to improve
further the sensitivities.



In the kaon system, the spotlights will be pointed
in the near future on the KLOE, KTeV and NA48 ex-
periments which should measure ei^AK at a few 10"4

level and which will bring with them a wealth of new
and precise measurements in the CP sector and rare K
decays.

6 Conclusion

More than thirty years after its discovery, CP violation
has still only been observed in the -decays of the neu-
tral kaon and there is still no clear indication for di-
rect CP violation. However a lot of progress has been
achieved on both the experimental and theoretical fronts.
The measurements have reached a high level of accuracy
and the first direct indication for the non-conservation
of the time reversal symmetry has been seen whilst tests
of CPT conservation are approaching the m K/ '^Plank
level. The observation of BJ — BJ oscillations and the
precision on Amg [= (0.457 ± 0.019) hfps) are out-
standing _but despite the statistics accumulated at LEP,
no B* - B* oscillations have been seen. The 95% C.L.
lower limit Amg > 5.6 h/ps is established and is likely
to improve when the results will be combined.

Even though higher experimental precisions and
more accurate theoretical calculations are achieved, the
consistency of the Standard Model in the sector concern-
ing CP violation still holds. Using these inputs, the pre-
dictions of the SM are leaning towards large CP asym-
metries in the B meson system. The future generation
of experiments are awaited eagerly as they will have the
sensitivity to probe the SM in the CKM sector with both
K and B systems and hopefully they will allow us to un-
ravel some of the mysteries of CP violation at the turn
of the century.
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